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The Burgon Society

Officers

(as at 1 August 2017)

Patrons
The Rt Revd and Rt Hon. Richard J. C. Chartres, KCVO, MA (Cantab), BD (Lambeth), DLitt (Guildhall), DD (London), DD (City), DD (Brunel), FSA, FBS
The Rt Revd Graeme Knowles, CVO, AKC, FBS

President
Professor Graham Zellick, CBE, QC, MA, PhD (Cantab), Hon LLD (Birmingham & American International University), LHD (New York), DLit (QMUL), AcSS, Hon FRAM, Hon FSALS, FBS

Executive Committee (Trustees)
Chairman Colin Fleming, BA (Stirling), MA, MSc (London), CA (Bermuda and Canada), FBS
Secretary Alex Kerr, MA (Oxon), MA, PhD (Reading), FBS
Treasurer Ian Johnson, BA (CNAA), FRSA, FBS

Ordinary Members
Jonathan C. Cooper, BSc (St Andrews), PhD (Central Lancs), FRGS, FBS (Dean of Studies and Communications Officer)
The Revd Graham Deans, MA, BD (Aberdeen), MTh (Oxon), MLitt (St Andrews), DMin (Pittsburgh TS), FBS
Peter J. Durant, BA (Exeter), MSc (Greenwich), FBS (Webmaster)
Professor William Gibson, MA (Wales), PhD (Middlesex), DLitt (Wales), FSA, FRHistS, FRSA, FBS
Nicholas Jackson, BA (York), MSc, PhD (Warwick), FBS
Andrew J. P. North, MChem (Oxon), FBS (Events Officer)
Susan North, BA (Carleton), MA, PhD (London), FBS (Collection Officer)
Michael Powell, CJ, MEd, MPhil, PhD (Brunel), ACertCM, AIL, MCoT, FBS
Sandra Wearden, MA (Lancaster), FBS
Stephen L. Wolgast, BA (Kansas State), MS (Columbia), FBS (Publications Editor)

Marshal
John C. Horton, BSc (Manchester), PhD (Cantab), MInstP, FBS
Burgon Society Events in 2016

14 May  **Spring Conference and AGM**

Office of Deloitte, Athene Place, 66 Shoe Lane, London

Programme included the AGM and the following talks:

* Alex Kerr — *1770 and All That: Crisis and Controversy at Oxford*
* Philip Waters — *How to Hold a UK Degree Ceremony Abroad*
* Peter Clarke — *A Velvet Revolution: Creation of the Academic Dress of the University of Bradford*
* Martin Lewis — *Exploring the Academic Dress of Eton College: Weaving the Fabric of Success since 1440*

23 July  **Garden Party**

Cathedral Garth, St Edmundsbury Cathedral Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk

Hosted by Richard Baker

8 October  **Congregation**

The Queen’s Chapel of the Savoy, London

Installation of Professor Graham Zellick as President of the Society by Colin Fleming (Chairman)

Admission to the Fellowship of the Burgon Society

Ir Dr Peter P. K. Chiu (by submission — Academic Dress in China from 1994 to 2011)

Peter Clarke (by submission — McKinley’s People: A Study of the Academic Dress of the University of Bradford)


Dr John Lancaster (by submission — Dressing by Degrees: Academic Dress in British Columbia)

Programme included the following talks:

* Paul Jagger — *Livery Companies of the City of London*
* John Lancaster — *Research on the Academic Dress of British Columbia*
* Nicholas Jackson — *The Society’s Reprint of Academic Dress Plates from Ackermann’s Histories of Oxford and Cambridge*
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Dr John Birch, *died* 2012
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Editor’s Note

When my wife and I were planning our wedding, one of the questions to answer was how many hymns we should ask the congregation to sing. We both enjoy choral music, and as much as we wanted our friends and family to sing with us we wanted to keep from expecting more of their vocal enthusiasm than was realistic. The church’s music director helped settle the matter. He pointed out that when wedding guests sing together, they support the couple with one voice.

Something similar can be said about wearing academic dress for a ceremony. Recently my university installed a new president, for the second time since I have been teaching there. The basics of the ceremony remained the same, but with two big differences. First, this year’s ceremony moved to the campus auditorium, a setting far more fitting than the basketball arena where the previous installation had been held. The second change, however, reduced the ceremony’s pomp.

When the new university president was installed in 2009, the faculty were asked to participate in their academic dress. We lined up for the procession—actually, the typical American shuffle—and were seated in front of the platform along with representatives of about a dozen nearby universities. The audience sat around us. In a photo of the event, at least one hundred faculty members and visitors were in cap and gown.

By contrast, eight years later the invitation to the faculty to participate in the procession stipulated that no academic regalia would be worn, even though the faculty participants would be ushered in as a group. There was no explanation for the instruction, which seemed particularly odd considering the new president was a retired Air Force general whose last job as an officer was serving as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to President George W. Bush. In other words, a person fully accustomed to serving amid uniforms. The decision to forgo university uniform was probably made, as at most institutions, by a committee and then approved by the honoree.

Reading the instructions again, I tried to imagined how the procession of faculty would appear. All I could think of was a funeral, with the family of the dearly departed being escorted to the first pew just before the service begins.

The actual ceremony was not so melancholy as a funeral, of course. But from where I sat, with the rest of the guests, the look was similar: the ceremony got underway and the participants were introduced as they entered. At the appropriate time, the emcee announced the faculty and dignitaries from neighbouring universities, and in came the group. The first eight were in cap and gown, a surprise to me until I realized they were the visitors, who apparently were permitted to wear the symbols of their degrees. The university faculty, on the other hand, wore standard office dress — and numbered all of about a dozen—out of a faculty of more than twelve hundred.

Why was the group so small? I would like to think that they enjoy the show of unity that cap and gown create and were put off by the instruction not to wear it. Without academic dress to unite them, they were just part of the crowd. In its absence, academic dress was all the more noticeable. Those who were permitted to wear it supported the university visually, with their dress. Had the faculty been allowed to wear their academic dress, the array of their robes would have represented greater support for the university, represented by one of the centuries-old traditions that universities share.

—Stephen Wolgast